I've been asked to provide feedback on your feedback (yes, really) and mainly I'd like to say "Thank you; I enjoyed it too!". Lots of positive comments (which cheered me up no end!), my favourite being:

"Crazy (in a good way)."

Re criticism/suggestions for improvement:

My handwriting is well known to be not great (and will probably remain so; sorry!) A fair number of students actually commented that they found my handwriting "not ideal but manageable" and I do generally read things out while I write, plus you were supposed to shout at me if anything's unclear...

Some people still moan about the lack of coursework, using the argument that without it they don't work for a course. You may recall that I explained at the beginning of the lecture course what my attitude to that attitude is (it involved the word "grown-ups"...) and I stand by this...

A few comments I didn't get, e.g. the suggestion to make the visualiser notes available online (which is exactly what I did, isn't it?).

Matthias Heil, Feb 2015